
 

Spielablauf 
Das Spiel verläuft über insgesamt 4 Runden.
Jede Runde ist in die folgenden Abschnitte unterteilt:

Vorbereitungsphase
8/11/14 Würfel bei 2/3/4 Spielern aus dem Beutel ziehen und nach 
Augenzahl beim Aktionsrad ablegen

Aktionsphase
   

insgesamt
3x (jeder 
Spieler)

1. Den am weitesten rechts liegenden Korruptionsmarker umdrehen und alle 
Spielermarker auf  der Königsleiste entsprechend zurückziehen 
(Spielerreihenfolge/Stapel beibehalten)

2. In Spielerreihenfolge jeweils 1 Würfel vom Aktionsrad nehmen und auf  
Spielertableau ablegen
- Bonusplättchen erhalten und ins Lager legen (optional)
- Ressourcen nach Farbe und Augenzahl des Würfels erhalten
- die entsprechende Aktion ausführen (Stärke: 7 - Würfelzahl)

Königsphase
Der Spieler der sich am weitesten vorne auf  der Königsleiste befindet 
erhält das Bonusplättchen (weiter unten im Stapel ist weiter vorne)
Jeder Spieler erhält/verliert Siegpunkte je nach Position
Spielerreihenfolge nach Reihenfolge auf  der Königsleiste anpassen
Alle Spielermarker im unteren roten Bereich auf  das Feld „0“ stellen 
(Reihenfolge beibehalten)

Messephase
Jeder Spieler, von dem sich entweder 1 Haus oder sein Händler am Ort der Messe 
befindet, nimmt an der Wertung teil.

Die Spieler erhalten:
       Summe der Siegpunkte (Plan und Plättchen) x Anzahl der erfüllten Bedingung

Aufräumphase
Bonusplättchen beim Aktionsrad auffüllen (leere Felder)
Korruptionsplättchen mischen und 3 verdeckt bei der Königsleiste auslegen
Alle Würfel in den Beutel zurücklegen
Aktionsrad um 1 Feld im Uhrzeigersinn drehen
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                    Aktionen
 

Beim Nehmen eines Würfels können 2 Gold
bezahlt werden (beliebig oft) um die Augenzahl um
+1 oder -1 zu ändern. 6 zu 1 oder 1 zu 6 ist erlaubt. 
 

Aktionen im Detail:                 1 Aktionspunkt = 

Architektur : Bewege deinen Architekten auf  ein benachbartes Feld.
 

: Platziere eine Säule aus deinem Vorrat dort, wo dein
  Architekt steht (es muss ein leerer Säulenplatz vorhanden 
  sein und es darf  sich nicht bereits eine Säule von 
  dir dort befinden).
 

: Nimm ein Bonusplättchen aus der Stadt, in der
  dein Architekt ist, und platziere es in deinem Lagerhaus. 

Handel : Bewege deinen Händler auf  ein benachbartes Feld.
 

: Platziere ein Haus aus deinem Vorrat dort, wo dein
  Händler steht (es muss ein leerer Häuserplatz vorhanden
  sein und es darf  sich nicht bereits ein Haus von 
  dir dort befinden).
 

: Nimm ein Bonusplättchen aus der Stadt, in der
  dein Händler ist, und platziere es in deinem Lagerhaus. 

Gast : Nimm ein Gästeplättchen von der Auslage und
  platziere es in deinem Lagerhaus. Fülle die Auslage auf.
 

: Wirf  alle Gästeplättchen von der Auslage ab und
  fülle sie wieder komplett auf.
 

: Bewege einen Gast aus deinem Lagerhaus in einen
  Raum in der 1./2./3. Ebene deines Spielertableau. 

Vertrag : Nimm ein Vertragsplättchen aus dem Vertragsangebot
  (die AP-Kosten stehen unter dem Plättchen). 
  Fülle die Auslage erst am Zugende auf!

: Tausche 1 Ressource gegen eine andere Ressource ein.
  Wenn Du dies zum ersten Mal in Deinem Zug machst,
  erhalte eine Bonusressource nach Wahl. 

König
: Bewege deinen Marker auf  der  
  Königsleiste um 1 Feld vorwärts. 

Joker Kopiere 1 von den anderen Aktionen. 
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            Aufgaben
Aufgaben       jederzeit während des Zuges 

Zahle 2 Gold um 1 beliebige Ressource zu erhalten. 

Erfülle einen Vertrag in deinem Lagerhaus. Bezahle die
erforderlichen Ressourcen, erhalte Vorteile/Punkte, platziere
den Vertrag auf  dem Vertragsfeld ganz links und lege die Säule in
deinen persönlichen Vorrat. 

Gib Nahrung aus, um ein Wappen von deinem Lagerhaus unter
ein Gebäude auf  deinem Spielertableau zu bewegen.
Erhalte den Bonus, der abgedeckt wird. 

Trage zum Bau einer Kathedrale in einer Stadt bei, in der sich
eine Säule von Dir befindet. Bezahle die Steinkosten und
nimm 1 Kathedralenplättchen. Erhalte die Siegpunkte auf  dem
Kostenplättchen und dem Kathedralenplättchen. 

Verwende die Helfer-Fähigkeit auf  einem Bonusplättchen in
deinem Lagerhaus. Entferne es anschließend aus dem Spiel. 

Messeplättchen
Erhalte Siegpunkte für jedes Set 
aus 1 Haus und 1 Säule, das du 
auf  der Karte hast. 

Erhalte Siegpunkte für jedes
Wappenplättchen auf  deinem
Spielertableau. 

Erhalte Siegpunkte für jeden Satz
aus 1 erfülltem Vertrag und 
1 Kathedralenplättchen in deinem
Besitz. 

Erhalte Siegpunkte für jede Säule,
die du auf  der Karte hast. 

Erhalte Siegpunkte für jeden
erfüllten Auftrag auf  deinem
Spielertableau.

Erhalte Siegpunkte für
jedes Gebäude auf  deinem
Spielertableau, das vollständig mit
Gästeplättchen gefüllt ist. 

Erhalte Siegpunkte für jeden
Satz aus 1 erfülltem Vertrag
und 1 Wappen auf  deinem
Spielertableau. 

Erhalte Siegpunkte für jedes
Kathedralenplättchen in deinem
Besitz. 

Erhalte Siegpunkte für jedes
Haus das du auf  der Karte hast. 

Erhalte Siegpunkte entsprechend 
der Position auf  der Königsleiste
(Achtung: bevor die Leiste 
zurückgesetzt wird!)

Erhalte Siegpunkte für jeden
Gast auf  den Etagen 2 und
3 deiner Gebäude (egal ob das 
Gebäude fertig ist oder nicht). 
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Rulebook



In Tiletum, you and your fellow players take on the roles of  rich merchants traveling 
throughout Europe, from the city of  Tiletum (modern-day Tielt, Belgium) to Venice, during 
the days of  early Renaissance.

You will travel to various cities to acquire trade contracts for wool and iron and establish 
trade houses. You must collect the required resources to fulfill contracts, invest in the 
construction of  monumental cathedrals, gain the favor of  noble families, and participate in 
important fairs, where your main business occurs. You will also use the services of  notable 
people who will be welcomed into your houses. You will thus gain prestige that will make you 
the most famous merchant of  the early Renaissance.

Tiletum is a dice management game, where dice have a dual function: gaining resources and 
performing actions. A certain number of  dice are rolled each round. On your turn, choose 
a die gaining resources equal to the value and color of  the die and perform the associated 
action. The power of  the action is inversely proportional to the value of  the die; meaning the 
fewer resources you gain, the more powerful your actions will be, and vice versa.

LIVING RULES PLEDGE
We pledge to support every game well after its initial release. Despite rigorous 
play testing and multiple rounds of  both internal and external proof  reading 
and editing, occasionally the need for rules corrections or minor game play 
adjustments are discovered only several months or years after the game was 
manufactured. We promise to produce timely rules updates as necessary, along 
with expanded FAQ clarifications if  needed, available for download from our 
website in digital PDF format.

Missing or damaged components:
Although we take a lot of  care to make sure that your game is complete, 
manufacturing mistakes can still leave you with a missing or damaged 
component. If  that happens, please contact us to receive replacements 
swiftly, and with our sincere apologies.

Customer support: 
https://boardanddice.com/customer-support/
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Game Components
Before your first game of  Tiletum, carefully punch out all cardboard components, tiles, and tokens. 

Solo components are listed in a separate Solo Mode booklet.

1 Game board

4 Player boards

1 Compass Rose marker

20 Resource dice 
(4 in each of  5 colors)

1 Dice bag

GAME COMPONENTS
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1 Action Wheel

8 Town tiles

54 Bonus tiles 26 Contract tiles 45 Character tiles

25 Cathedral tiles 9 Construction Cost tiles 6 Corruption tokens

11 Fair tiles 4 Fair Order tiles

6 Action tiles 20 Action Point counters
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1 “+100/+200” Victory Point marker per player

8 Houses per player

1 Merchant per player 3 generic markers per player 
(Scoring marker, King Track 

marker, and Turn Order marker)

Resource tokens in denominations of  1 and 5: Gold, Food, Wool, Stone, and Iron 

5 Bonus Action Points markers per player

7 Pillars per player

1 Architect per player

The Resources are meant to be unlimited. In the unlikely situation that a Resource runs out, 
use any substitute (like beads or buttons).
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Game Setup

GAME SETUP

1. Place the game board in the middle of  the table. The 
right-hand part of  the board consists of  a map of  
Europe and will be referred to in the rules simply as 
“the map”. 

2. Set out the Resource tokens (Gold, Food, Wool, 
Stone, and Iron) and Action Point counters within 
reach of  all players, forming a general supply.

3. Place the Action Wheel on its dedicated space in the 
top-left corner of  the game board. The Action 
Wheel can be rotated in any direction, as long as each 
numbered segment aligns with a single Action.

The Action Wheel aligned so that each numbered 
segment aligns with a single Action.

4. Separate all Bonus tiles, Contract tiles, and Character 
tiles by type, according to the number of  players. If  
playing with 3 players, remove all tiles marked with a 
“4”. If  playing with 2 players, remove tiles marked 
with “3+” or “4”.

5. Shuffle the Bonus tiles and place them in a face-
down pile next to the game board. Randomly place 
Bonus tiles face up in the following areas:
•  6 Bonus Tiles onto the Action tiles,

Bonus tiles on the Action tiles. Note that some 
Bonus tiles may show Contracts or Crests.

Within this rulebook, Victory Points may be 
shortened to just “VP” in writing.

Gain 1 Victory Point. Lose 1 Victory Point.

There are many ways in which players can gain or 
lose Victory Points during the game. These points 
are tracked on the Score track surrounding the 
game board. Below you can see an example of  
Victory Points depiction:

For additional variety, especially once the players 
are more familiar with the game, you may shuffle 
the six Action tiles and place one at random on 
each space around the Action Wheel.
   

For your first game, however, these tiles will not be 
used and can be returned to the box.
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•  1 Bonus tile in the space next to the King Track,

•  The required number of  Bonus tiles on the map. 
If  playing with 3 players, do not place Bonus tiles 
on any spaces marked with a “4”. If  playing with 2 
players, do not place Bonus tiles on any spaces 
marked with a “3+” or “4”. 

6. Shuffle the Contract tiles and place them in a face-
down pile next to the game board. Draw 5 Contract 
tiles and place them face up on their dedicated 
spaces on the game board. These face-up Contract 
tiles will be referred to as “the (Contract) offer”.

A Bonus tile is added to the space next to 
the King Track.

Add 1 Bonus tile to each space on the map. Leave 
appropriately marked spaces empty when playing 
with fewer than 3 or 4 players.

7. Shuffle the Character tiles and place them in a face-
down pile next to the game board. Draw 5 Character 
tiles, and place them face up on their dedicated 
spaces on the game board. These face-up Character 
tiles will be referred to as “the (Character) offer”.

8. Shuffle the Construction Cost tiles, and place one at 
random under each Cathedral spot. Group the 
Cathedral tiles by type, and within each group, sort 
the Cathedral tiles from the lowest Victory Points 
value on the bottom to the highest at the top. Place 
each group of  Cathedral tiles on its dedicated space 
on the game board.

9. Shuffle and randomly place 3 Town tiles and 4 Fair tiles, 
filling the corresponding spaces on the game board 

The Cathedral in the Town containing this 
“Unavailable Cathedral“ tile will not be built during 
this game. Return the corresponding Cathedral 
tiles to the game box.
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(next to the printed “Tiletum” Town tile. Return unused 
Town tiles and Fair tiles to the game box.

10. Place Fair Order tiles in the cities where the Fairs will 
take place.

11. Shuffle the Corruption tokens, and put them face 
down in a stack next to the Turn track. Take 3 at 
random, and place each one, still face down, on its 
dedicated space on the Turn track. They will be 
revealed one per turn.

12. Determine the first player, and give them the 
Compass Rose marker. The next player in clockwise 
order around the table becomes the second player, 
and so on.

13. Each player chooses a color and takes in that color:
• 1 Player board,
•  3 markers, placing them:
- on the Scoring track on the value “10” spot;

- on the King track on the “0 VP” position, stacked 
with the first player’s marker at the bottom of  the 
stack and the last player’s marker at the top;

- on the Turn Order track, to reflect the turn order 
determined in the previous point,

•  1 Merchant and 1 Architect, placing them both 
next to the Tiletum town space on the map,

•  8 Houses, placing 5 of  them on the roof  spaces 
on their Player board, 1 in Tiletum, and 2 next to 
their Player board as part of  their supply, 
•  7 Pillars, placing 5 of  them on the first 5 Contract 
spaces on their Player board from left to right and 2 
next to their Player board as part of  their supply,
•  5 Bonus Action Point markers, placing them next 
to their player board.

14. Each player takes 1 Iron, 1 Wool, 1 Stone, and 1 
Food. The first player takes 1 Gold, the second player 
takes 3 Gold, the third player (in games with at least 
3 players) takes 5 Gold, and the fourth player (in 
games with 4 players) takes 6 Gold.

15. Put 1 die of  each color per player in the bag. In 
4-player games, there will be 20 dice in the bag (4 per 
color). In 3-player games, there will be 15 dice (3 per 
color) in the bag. In 2-player games, there will be 10 
dice in the bag. Return any unused dice to the game 
box as they will not be needed this game.

1st

4th

2nd

3rd
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Example of  game setup for 4 players

Player board layout

Contract spaces

Character rooms

Crest bonuses

Roof  spaces House bonuses

Die spaces

Storehouse

* **

*

*

*

**

**

**
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Playing the Game
The aim of  the game is to score the most Victory Points. 
Mark your Victory Points on the Scoring track. Your 
marker on the Scoring track may never go below “0.” 
If  you have more than 100 Victory Points, take a “+100 
VP” marker. If  you have more than 200 Victory Points, 
flip that marker to the “+200 VP” side.

The game is played over four rounds. Each round is 
divided into the following five phases that must be carried 
out in this order:

Take from the bag 8/11/14 dice for games with 2/3/4 
players; roll all the dice, and place them around the Action 
Wheel according to their value.

1. Preparation phase
2. Action phase
3. King phase
4. Fair phase
5. Cleanup phase

Preparation phase

All dice of  the same value, regardless of  their 
color, are placed in the designated section on the 
Action Wheel.

The first player reveals the rightmost face-down 
Corruption token and moves the markers of  all players 
on the King track according to the number on the token.

If  the “0” value token is revealed, all player markers 
remain in their current positions.

If  a “1” or “2” value token is revealed, all player 
markers move left 1 or 2 spaces (respectively). A 
marker may not be moved beyond the leftmost 
(lowest) position of  the King track. In this case, 
simply ignore any extra movement.

Corruption tokens have values of  0, 1, or 2; 
therefore, when resolved, all player markers move 
left or stay put.

When moving markers, always start with the ones 
that are on the leftmost (lowest) spaces. When 
moving multiple markers occupying the same 
space on the King track, make sure not to change 
their order in the stack.

Action phase

  Step 1   
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Example: During Step 1 of  the Action Phase, a “2 Corruption” 
token is revealed.

The orange and blue markers move (without changing their order 
in the stack) to the “-1 VP” position. The green marker moves to 
the “-10 VP” position and stops, as it may not move any further.

Proceeding according to the order dictated by the Turn 
Order track, each player takes one turn. On your turn, 
perform the following steps, in order:
   
1. Take 1 die from the Action Wheel, 
2. Take the Resources provided by the die, then
3. Perform the associated type of  Action.
   
Choose one of  the available dice from the game board.

Place the selected die on the leftmost empty die space 
on your Player board. If  the associated Action still 
has a Bonus tile, you may take it and place it in your 
Storehouse (on your Player board). Taking a Bonus 
tile is not mandatory: you may choose not to take it, 
even if  you have enough space in your Storehouse. 
Once taken, a Bonus tile cannot be discarded.

Immediately before taking a die, you may spend 2 
Gold to add or subtract 1 to the value of  your 
chosen die (this can be done multiple times). The 
value of  the die is permanently changed, affecting 
number of  Resources provided and the type of  
Action associated with the die. A value of  6 can 
be changed into a value of  1 (and vice versa) by 
spending 2 Gold.

Example: Blue takes a die from the game board and moves it to 
the leftmost empty die space on their Player board.

Since the associated Action still has a Bonus tile, Blue also takes it 
and places it in their Storehouse.

  Step 2   

Bonus tiles can be gained from various locations 
around the board during different parts of  your 
turn. Taking a Bonus tile is always optional.
Some Bonus tiles may show Contracts or Crests. 
Such Bonus tiles may be interchangeably referred 
to as Contract tiles or Crest tiles in these rules.

Several different types of  tiles first go into your 
Storehouse when taken from the game board. 
Regardless of  the type of  tile taken (Bonus, 
Character, or Contract tile), all of  the following 
rules apply:

• You must have at least one empty space in the 
Storehouse on your Player board.

• Once taken, the tile cannot be discarded.
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Take a number of  Resources from the supply matching 
the color and number of  your chosen die.

Example: After taking the pink die of  value 2, the player 
receives 2 Food.

Finally, perform the Action associated with the space you 
took the die from. All the different Actions are described 
in detail on page 14.

After each player has taken a turn, go back to Step 1 of  
the Action phase and repeat the process two more times. 
Once all players have taken three turns (during which 
they choose a die, gain Resources, and perform the 
associated Action), the Action phase ends and the game 
proceeds to the King phase.

The player whose marker is highest on the King track 
takes (or discards) the Bonus tile next to the track. If  
there is no Bonus tile available (during the last round), 
that player scores 4 Victory Points. If  multiple players 
are tied for the highest position on the King track, the 
tie is broken in favor of  the player with the bottommost 
marker. Then, all players score points as indicated by 
their position on the King track.

Blue dice produce Iron. Pink dice produce Food. 
Yellow dice produce Gold. Light gray dice produce 
Wool. Dark gray dice produce Stone.

King phase

  Step 1   

Example: Blue receives 3 Victory Points. Neither Orange nor 
Purple receive any Victory Points (but also do not lose any Victory 
Points), and Green loses 2 Victory Points. The Bonus tile from the 
space next to the King track is awarded to the Blue player.

Adjust the markers on the Turn Order track: the player 
who is highest on the King track becomes the first player, 
the second-highest becomes the second player, and so 
on. If  multiple players share the same spot on the King 
track, the tie is broken in favor of  the player with the 
bottommost marker (as they were there first).

Example: When the new Turn Order is established, Orange will 
be first, Blue second, and Green third.

Any player markers in the lower (red) part of  the King 
track are moved up to 0, preserving their respective 
order. (Atack the markers from left to right so that the 
previously lowest placed marker will be at the top of  the 
stack on the “0 VP” space.) Markers in the higher (blue) 
part should not be moved, but rather left where they are.

  Step 2   

You lose points if  your marker is in the lower 
(red) part of  the track, or gain points if  it is in the 
higher (blue) part. If  your marker is in the starting 
space of  the track (no color), you neither lose nor 
gain any Victory Points.
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During this phase, players will have a chance to score 
Victory Points for their achievements.

A total of  four Fairs will be held during the game, as 
indicated by the Town tiles placed during setup. The Fair 
Order tokens which were placed during setup act as a 
reminder of  the order in which the Fairs will take place, 
one at the end of  each game round. The first fair always 
takes place in Tiletum (its Town tile is printed on the 
board). The Fair tile below the Town tile describes the 
scoring criteria for the round and the number of  Victory 
Points that can be gained during the Fair scoring.

To participate in the Fair scoring, you must either:
• have a House in that Town, or
• have your Merchant present in that Town at the time 

of  the Fair phase.

The Fair scoring reward is a combination of  information 
preprinted on the game board and information provided 
by the Fair tile. Look at the Fair tile for the current round. 
To its left is a Victory Point value. Add this number to the 
value printed on the Fair tile itself. This sum represents 
the total number of  Victory Points (board+tile) you will 
receive, multiplied by the number of  times you meet 
condition depicted on the Fair tile itself.
   

After scoring, flip the Fair tile face down.

  Fair towns   

  Fair scoring   

House spots on the map are limited. In most 
Towns, only one or two players can have a House. 
In preparation for a Fair, you can either place your 
House in that Town, or you can plan the path of  
your Merchant in such a way that it ends up in the 
Fair Town at the end of  your Action phase.

Example: During the 3rd round of  the game, the Fair takes 
place in Verona. The amount of  Victory Points awarded is 6 (3 
preprinted on the board plus 3 on the Fair tile) for each fulfilled 
Contract. The Blue player will participate in the Fair scoring since 
their Merchant is present in Verona.

With 3 fulfilled Contracts on their Player board, Blue receives a 
total of  18 Victory Points.

Skip this phase in the final (4th) round.
   

Do the following, in order:
1. For each Action around the Action Wheel, 

replenish any Bonus tiles that were claimed. 
(Leave unclaimed tiles in place.) Replenish the 
Bonus tile on the King track.

2. Shuffle all Corruption tokens, randomly select 
3, and place them face down on their dedicated 
spaces on the game board.

3. Return all dice to the bag.
4. Rotate the Action Wheel one step clockwise.
5. Start a new game round, beginning with the 

Preparation phase.

Cleanup phase

Bonus tiles on the map are never replenished.

At the conclusion of  the Fair phase of  the 4th 
round, the game has come to an end. Proceed to 
End of  the Game and Final Scoring on page 22.

Fair phase
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Actions in Detail
When performing an Action, you receive a number of  
Action Points depending on the value of  the die used to 
take it. The number of  Action Points received is printed 
on the Action Wheel next to the depiction of  the die.

Most Actions provide multiple options which may be 
chosen any number of  times, in any order, spending the 
corresponding Action Points each time.
For the sake of  brevity, the words “Action Points” may 
be shortened to “AP” below.

Action Point counters are provided to aid in 
keeping track of  how many Action Points you 
received versus how many you have already spent or 
have remaining. When choosing a die, simply take 
a number of  Action Point counters equal to the 
number of  Action Points you receive for the turn.

Action Point values are printed on the Action 
Wheel. This value is always is equal to 7 minus 
the value of  the corresponding die. Therefore, the 
more Action Points you get, the fewer Resources 
you receive, so there is always a balance between 
the strength of  an Action and the amount of  
Resources you gain.

When performing the Architect Action, the following 
options are available:

• 1 AP: Move your Architect on the map, from one 
spot to an adjacent one.

• 1 AP: Add a Pillar from your personal supply to a 
Cathedral. Your Architect must be located in a Town 
with at least one empty Pillar space and you may not 
already have a Pillar at that Cathedral.

• 1 AP: Take one Bonus tile from the Town where your 
Architect is located, if  one is available, and place it in 
your Storehouse.

Example: Blue takes a value-3 die from the Architect Action 
Tile. This gives them 4 Action Points.

With their first Action Point, Blue moves their Architect from 
Frankfurt to Nurnberg.

  Archite ct Action   
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With their second Action Point, Blue takes the Bonus tile from 
Nurnberg (and places it in an empty Storehouse space on their 
Player board).

With their third Action Point, Blue moves their Architect to 
Prague.

With their final Action Point, Blue places a Pillar in Prague.

When performing the Merchant Action, the following 
options are available:

  Merchant Action   

• 1 AP: Move your Merchant on the map, from one 
spot to an adjacent one.

• 1 AP: Add a House from your personal supply to 
a Town. Your Merchant must be located in a Town 
with at least one empty House space and you may 
not already have a House in that Town. If  the House 
space contains a Building Bonus, receive it now. (See 
the Appendix for more details.)

• 1 AP: Take one Bonus tile from the Town where your 
Merchant is located, if  one is available, and place it in 
your Storehouse.

Example: Blue takes a value-4 die from the Merchant Action 
tile. This gives them 3 Action Points.

Blue spends their first and second Action Points to move from Arles 
to Genova. 

Since the blue Merchant is now in Genova and there is an empty 
House space there, Blue spends their final (third) Action Point to 
place a Houses there.
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When performing the Character Action, the following 
options are available:

• 1 AP: Take a Character tile from the Character offer 
and place it in your Storehouse, then replenish the 
offer immediately.

• 1 AP: Discard all Character tiles from the Character 
offer, then replenish the offer immediately. Discarded 
Character tiles are mixed, face down, back into the 
pile of  Character tiles.

• 1/2/3 AP: Move a Character tile from your 
Storehouse to a Room on floor 1/2/3 on your Player 
board.

On your Player board, there are six Buildings, each 
with one, two, or three Rooms. The rightmost Building 
is already occupied. The following rules govern the 
placement of  Character tiles in the Rooms:

• You cannot have two different Buildings with the 
same Character (same illustration). In other words, as 
soon as a Character is placed in a Building, matching 
Character tiles must be placed in the same Building.

• As soon as a Character tile is placed in a Room, you 
immediately earn the Character bonus (printed in the 
top left corner of  the tile).

The cost in Action Points is equal to the floor of  
the Room.

• As soon as a Building has all its Rooms filled with 
Character tiles, take the House from the roof  space 
of  that Building and add it to your personal supply. 
That House is now available for you to use when 
performing Merchant Actions.

Example: Blue takes a value-2 die from the Character Action. 
This gives them 5 Action Points.

Blue spends their first Action Point to take a Character tile from 
the game board, adding it to their Storehouse. The vacated space on 
the game board is immediately refilled.

Blue spends their second Action Point to take another Character 
tile from the game board. Once again, the vacated space on the game 
board is immediately refilled.

  Character Action   
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Then, Blue spends 2 Action Points to place one of  their Characters 
into a Room on floor 2 and 1 more Action Point to place another 
Character on floor 1 of  the same Building. This is allowed, since 
both Characters are the same. Blue receives the printed benefits on 
the placed tiles: 1 Gold and 1 Wool for the first Character and 2 
Wool for the second Character.

Since all floors of  this Building are now occupied, Blue immediately 
moves the Building’s House to their supply at the side of  their 
Player board.

When performing the Contract Action, the following 
options are available:

• ? AP: Take a Contract tile from the offer, spending 
the number of  Action Points indicated below its 
space in the offer, and place it in your Storehouse. 
(Do not replenish the offer.)

• 1 AP: Exchange one of  your Resources for a different 
Resource. The first time you do this during your 
turn, receive one bonus Resource of  your choice.

Example: Blue takes a value-1 die from the Contract Action. 
This gives them 6 Action Points.

  Contract Action   

First, Blue spends 1 Action Point to exchange 1 Food for 1 Gold. 
Since they exchanged something this turn, they also receive a bonus 
Resource. Blue chooses 1 Iron.

Then, Blue spends 2 Action Points to take the Contract tile from 
the outlined space.

Finally, Blue spends 3 Action Points to take the Contract tile from 
this other outlined space.
   
At the end of  your turn, shift all Contract tiles in the 
offer to the right until all empty positions are filled, then 
replenish the offer.
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When performing the King Action, for each Action 
Point you have, advance your marker one step on 
the King track. If  you end up on a step already 
occupied by other player markers, place yours on 
top. Your marker on this track can never go above 
the “+15 VP” position.

Example: Blue takes a value-4 die from the King Action. This 
gives them 3 Action Points.

The blue marker moves up 3 spaces on the King track. Since there 
is a marker already where Blue ends their move, the blue marker is 
placed on top of  the orange and purple markers.

Choose one of  the other five Actions. Spend all your 
Action Points on the options available for that Action.

All Action Points must be used to perform the 
same Action. You cannot split them between 
multiple Actions.

  King Action     Joker Action   
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At any time during your turn (before, after, or between 
spending Action Points), you can pause to complete 
tasks. Unlike Actions, most Tasks will require you to 
spend Resources.

These are all possible Tasks:
• Spend 2 Gold to gain one other Resource (Stone, 

Wool, Metal, or Food).
• Fulfill a Contract in your Storehouse by spending the 

Resources depicted on the tile. Move the Contract tile 
from your Storehouse to the leftmost open Contract 
space on your Player board. Take the Pillar from that 
space (if  any) and add it to your personal supply. That 
Pillar is now available for you to use when performing 
Architect Actions. Score any Victory Points indicated 
on the Contract tile itself  as well as on the space you 
cover. Receive any additional benefits depicted on 
the Contract tile.

• Spend Food to move a Crest tile from your Storehouse 
to a dedicated empty space below a Building on your 
Player board. Each Crest space has a different Food 
cost. Each such space also has a bonus that is awarded 
immediately after covering it with a Crest.

• Contribute to the building of  any Cathedral where 
you already have a Pillar. Spend the required amount 
of  Stone, as depicted on the Construction Cost tile 
for that Cathedral, and take the topmost Cathedral 
tile. Score the number of  Victory Points depicted on 
both the Construction Cost tile and the Cathedral 
tile.

• Use the Helper Ability from a Bonus tile in your 
Storehouse. After resolving the Helper Ability, the 
tile is removed from the game.

You may only contribute to the building of  a 
specific Cathedral once.

Tasks

Bonuses for placing a Crest are (from left to right):
• Place a House from your supply onto any

Town on the map. There must be an available 
House space in the chosen Town, and you 
cannot place the House in a Town that already 
has one of  your Houses. 

• Place a Pillar from your supply onto any
Cathedral on the map. There must be an 
available Pillar space at the chosen Cathedral, 
and you cannot place the Pillar at a Cathedral 
that already has one of  your Pillars.

• Move your Merchant to any space on the map.
• Move your Architect to any space on the map.
• Gain any 2 Resources.
• Gain 5 Victory Points.
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Crests are light brown. There are six different types of  
Crests (representing major noble families). Crest tiles are 
placed in their dedicated spaces below the Buildings on 
your Player board (after passing through your Storehouse).
Crests are found on Contract tiles as well as Bonus tiles. 

See “Crest placement bonuses” on page 30.

Contract tiles are blue. Resources depicted on them 
represent the requirement of  the Contract, while the 
Victory Points reward and other benefits are depicted at 
the bottom of  the tile. Most Contract tiles are available 
via the Contract offer, but others can be found among  
the Bonus tiles.

When you take a Contract tile, keep it in your 
Storehouse until you have enough of  its required 
Resources and decide to fulfill it. If  there are no 
more open Contract spaces on your Player board to 
accommodate new Contracts, you may not take 
anymore Contracts.

You may never have multiple Crests of  the same 
type anywhere on your Player board.

  Contracts   

Types of Tiles

Whenever you gain a tile of  any kind from the 
game board (map, tracks, etc), it first goes into 
your Storehouse. If  your Storehouse is full, you 
cannot take a tile. Therefore, before being in the 
situation to gain a tile while your Storehouse is 
full, consider performing Actions or tasks which 
would allow you to remove some tiles from your 
Storehouse.

  Crests   

Helpers are light beige and can only be found among the 
Bonus tiles. While in your Storehouse, a Helper can be 
used for its ability at any time during your turn and is 
afterwards removed from the game. They may provide 
Resources, Victory Points, extra Action Points, etc. (See 
the Appendix for more details.)

As soon as a Building has all its Rooms filled with 
Character tiles and it has a Crest tile placed in its dedicated 
space (thereby becoming a Completed Building), the 
Action associated with that Character type immediately 
becomes stronger for you (including the current Action, 
if  applicable).

As soon as you complete a Building, take the indicated 
Bonus Action Points marker, and place it onto the 
matching Action on the outside of  the Action Wheel. 
From this point onward, you have a bonus of  1/2/3 
Action Points (for a Building with 1/2/3 Rooms) every 
time you select that Action.

Player Boar ds

The Action associated with the Character type 
is indicated in the bottom-right corner of  a 
Character tile.

  Helpers   
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Example: Blue spends three Action Points to place a Character 
from their Storehouse into a Room on floor 3. 

After receieving the corresponding benefit from the placed Character, 
Blue spends 6 Food to move a Crest from their Storehouse to the 
empty spot below the same Building. 

After receiving the corresponding benefit from placing the Crest, 
Blue’s Building becomes a Completed Building. Immediately Blue 
takes the corresponding Bonus Action Point marker and places it 
into the matching section (King Action) of  the Action Wheel. 

From now on, Blue has a bonus of  3 Action Points when taking 
a King Action.

This bonus also applies when you perform the 
matching Action using the Joker Action. This 
bonus only applies to Action Points received when 
choosing a die and not to any Actions provided by 
a Helper or other game effect.

Completing the rightmost Building on your Player 
board does not provide any Action bonuses.
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End of the Game and Final Scoring

At the conclusion of  the 4th game round, perform Final 
Scoring as follows:
   

1. Multiply the number of  Houses you have on the map 
by the number of  Pillars you have on the map and 
gain that many Victory Points.

2. Count the number of  Completed Buildings you have, 
meaning those containing both a Crest and all (1, 2, 
or 3) Rooms filled with Characters. For 1/2/3/4/5/6 
of  them, gain 0/0/5/10/20/30 Victory Points.

3. For every 4 Resources left in your personal supply, 
gain 1 Victory Point.

   
The player with the most points is the winner. In case of  
a tie, the tied player that is first in Turn Order wins.

Example: Blue is counting their final score:
1. There are 5 blue Pillars and 5 blue Houses on the game board, 

so Blue scores 25 Victory Points.
2. Blue has 4 Completed Buildings (see above), which scores them 

10 Victory Points.

3. Blue also has 3 Iron, 5 Gold, and 1 Wool, which scores them 
another 2 Victory Points.

The total number of  Victory Points gained at game end (to be 
added to any Victory Points scored during the game) is 25+10+2=
37 Victory Points.
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Appendix

Take an Action of  your choice with 1 Action Point.

      

Take a Merchant Action with 2/3 Action Points.

    

Take a Character Action with 2/3 Action Points.

    

Take a Contract Action with 2/3 Action Points.

    

Take an Architect Action with 2/3 Action Points.

    

Take a King Action with 2/3 Action Points.

        

Add 1/2/3 Action Points to your current Action. These can only 
be applied to the Action associated with your chosen die and not
to any Actions provided by another Helper or other game effects.

Use when choosing a die. Choose one type of  Resource. 
Take Resources of  that type instead of  the type that matches 

the color of  your chosen die.

Helper abilities
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Gain the depicted number of  Gold and/or Victory Points.

    

Gain any 2/3 Resources. 
(Each resource may be different.)

Gain 1 Iron, 1 Wool, 1 Stone, and 1 Food.

Select a Building on your Player board. You gain the bonuses from 
all Characters in that Building.

        

Icons in the right bottom corner of  Character tiles are 
a reminder of  which Action (Contract, Character, Architect, 

Merchant, or King) you will have bonus Action Points for after you 
fully complete the Building containing this type of  Character.

    

Take a Contract Action with 1/2 Action Points. 
Gain 1 Resource of  your choice.

Take a Contract Action with 3 Action Points.

Gain 2 Wool.

    

Gain 1/2 Iron.

Character tiles
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Gain 1 Gold and 1 Iron / 1 Gold and 1 Wool.

    

Take a Character Action with 1/2 Action Points.

    

You may move your Architect from one space to an adjacent space.
You may move your Merchant from one space to an adjacent space.

    

Gain 1/2 Food.

        

Gain 2/3 Gold.

        

Take a King Action with 1/2 Action Points.

    

Gain 2/3 Victory Points.

    

You may move your Merchant from one space 
to an adjacent space once/twice.

You may move your Merchant from one space to an adjacent space. 
If  your Merchant is in a Town where you do not have a House 

and there is an empty House space available, you may place 
a House where your Merchant is. You may perform those 

Actions in any order and decide to use just part of  this bonus.

Place 1 House where your Merchant is. You can only benefit from 
this Character tile if  your Merchant is in a Town where you do not 
already have a House and there is an empty House space available.
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You may move your Architect from one space 
to an adjacent space once/twice.

You may move your Architect from one space to an adjacent space. 
If  your Architect is in a Town where you do not already have a Pillar 

and there is an empty Pillar space available, you may place a Pillar 
where your Architect is. You may perform those Actions in any 

order and decide to use just a part of  this bonus.

Place 1 Pillar where your Architect is. You can only benefit from 
this Character tile if  your Architect is in a Town where you do not 
already have a Pillar and there is an empty Pillar space available.

    

Gain 1/2 Stone.

Crests

          

        

There are 6 different Crests (representing influential noble families) 
and they can be found on both Bonus and Contract tiles. Reminder: 

You may only have one of  each Crest anywhere on your Player 
board. You may never take a Crest you already possess.

          

      

Pay 1/3/5/7/8 identical Resources 
to gain 1/3/6/10/13 Victory Points.

Contracts
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Pay 2/3/9 Iron to gain 2/4/17 Victory Points.

    

Pay 5/7 Iron to gain 7/11 Victory Points 
and advance one space on the King track.

        

Pay 2/3/9 Wood to gain 2/4/17 Victory Points.

    

Pay 5/7 Wool to gain 7/11 Victory Points 
and move your Merchant from one Town to an adjacent Town.

    

Pay 2/3 identical Resources of  your choice and 2/3 Iron 
to gain 5/8 Victory Points.

    

Pay 2/3 identical Resources of  your choice and 2/3 Wool 
to gain 5/8 Victory Points.

          

        

Pay the indicated combination of  Iron and Wool 
to gain 2/6/12 Victory Points.

    

Pay 3/5 Wool and 3/5 Iron to gain 9/16 Victory Points 
and take a Character Action with 1 Action Point.
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Fair tiles

Score Victory Points for each set of  1 House and 1 Pillar 
you have on the map.

Score Victory Points for each set of  1 fulfilled Contract 
on your Player board and 1 Cathedral tile in your possession.

Score Victory Points for each fulfilled Contract 
on your Player board.

This is a special tile that needs to be scored before resetting the King track!
Score the total Victory Points from this tile and those printed on the board, and 
then score Victory Points according to your position on the King track. (This is 
not a multiplier.) It is possible to lose Victory Points when this tile is evaluated.

Score Victory Points for each set of  1 fulfilled Contract 
and 1 Crest on your Player board.

Score Victory Points for each House you have on the map.

Score Victory Points for each Character on floors 2 and 3 of  your 
Buildings (regardless of  whether the Building is complete or not).

Score Victory Points for each Crest tile on your Player board.

Score Victory Points for each Pillar you have on the map.
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Score Victory Points for each Building on your Player board that 
is completely filled with Character tiles (regardless of  whether it is 

Completed or not).

Score Victory Points for each Cathedral tile in your possession.

Towns include a number of  spaces for player Houses. Some spaces 
are only available in games with “3+” or “4” players.

Road spaces. Your Merchants and Architects must count these 
spaces when moving, but cannot place Houses or Pillars here.

After building a House on a space with this symbol, immediately 
select one of  your Buildings (regardless of  whether it is Completed 

or not) that includes at least one Character, and receive each 
Character bonus once. You may receive the bonuses in any order 
and may choose to ignore the bonuses provided by some or all of  

the Characters in the Building.

After building a House on a space with this symbol, 
immediately gain the depicted number of  Victory Points.

Pillar space. You cannot place a Pillar at the Cathedral in the Town 

containing this tile , since that Cathedral will not be built 

during this game.

Bonus tile spaces. Any space with a number is only used in games 
with a player count equal to or higher than the number. (In other 
words, do not place Bonus tiles there with lower player counts.)

Game boar d
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Pay 6 Food. Place a House from your supply onto any Town 
on the map. There must be an available House space in the chosen 
Town, and you cannot place the House in a Town that already has 

one of  your Houses.

Pay 6 Food. Place a Pillar from your supply onto any Cathedral 
on the map. There must be an available Pillar space at the chosen 

Cathedral, and you cannot place the Pillar 
at a Cathedral that already has one of  your Pillars.

Pay 5 Food. Move your Merchant to any space on the map.

Pay 4 Food. Move your Architect to any space on the map.

Pay 3 Food. Gain any 2 Resources.

Pay 2 Food. Gain 5 Victory Points.

Crest placement bonuses
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